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XUS PC Tools XUS PC
Tools Professional
Edition is a powerful and
efficient software
package with which you
can simply and quickly
monitor the status of
your PC and quickly
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eliminate the problems
of your PC, as well as
easily and quickly fix
many problems in a
simple and easy way.
Features * PC Problems
Statistics - Has got
excellent data on the
actual state of your
system in the form of
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categories. *
Maintenance - Automatic
and manual programs for
maintaining PC. *
Programs and Files - A
list of all installed
software with icons for
each; list of startup
programs; backup
programs; the list of
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installed files, and a list
of viruses. * Registry -
Information about
Windows Registry,
system information and
manual recovery for
problems with Windows
Registry. * Disk -
Information about the
current system usage,
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local disks (FAT, NTFS,
and NTFS5), removable
drives, and Windows
Explorer. * McAfee - A
list of applications
McAfee has found to be
problematic, and a list of
other important
information. * Cleaning -
An easy and intelligent
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program to clean junk
files, consisting of
memory, temporary files,
registry, browsing
history, cookies,
Windows update, and
cookies. * Scan - Scan
different areas of your
PC for problems
including virus scanners,
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Browser, files, folders,
registry, program folders,
and temporary and
System files. * Backup -
Backup of your
information, file and
registry changes and
others to a file. * Startup
- Startup programs,
Hardware, startup disk,
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selected options, startup
applications, the
command line, and
system properties. *
Hardware - Information
on your hard disk,
network, processor,
system memory, video
card, and the CPU. *
Processes - Information
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on the used programs in
Windows and on the used
memory. * Removable
Drives - Information on
the system usage of
removable drives and
media cards. * Extras -
Information about the
computer hardware, Scan
with System restore,
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Autoscan, Clean System,
Automatically Tune Up
the system, Filter the
auto, remove junk files.
* Slim Panels - User
interface with standard
Windows Explorer. *
Registry Edit - Registry
Explorer, Registry
Editor. This is a free trial
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version. All supported
languages are included.
Download Free Edition
Softania Technologies,
Inc. offers a full version
of this product as a free
trial download. Click
here to download the
Free version. A full
7-day trial period will
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begin automatically when
you click the download
button.

XUS PC Tools Professional Edition

-Monitor your
computer's resources and
CPU usage with a built-
in performance monitor
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-Remove junk and
useless files efficiently
and easily -Clean registry
problems, including
uninstalation of
programs, and find and
fix unnecessary files
-View and manage
processes to enhance
your system stability
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-This tool is licensed as
Freeware for single non-
commercial purpose
usage only Download
Freeware Utilities. Below
are some non-
commercial freeware
programs that I use and
recommend to others.
Dual Monitor Setup: This
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utility allows you to add a
second screen to your
computer. The free
version is limited in it's
functionality, but there is
a registry fix that will
allow you to increase its
capability in its advanced
version. Hide All
Windows: This allows
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you to hide all of the
desktop windows of your
current application. This
allows you to reduce the
memory and CPU usage
by reducing the
complexity of your
desktop. Hide Window:
You can hide window,
with this utility you can
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have all windows hidden.
You can regain the
windows by clicking
unhide all window. Hide
all shortcuts: With this
utility you can hide all of
the shortcuts on the
desktop. This can reduce
the complexity of your
desktop. Hide all window
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in screen: With this
utility you can hide all
windows in one screen.
You can regain the
windows by clicking
unhide all windows in
one screen. Hide all
shortcut in screen: With
this utility you can hide
all shortcuts in one
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screen. You can regain
the shortcuts by clicking
unhide all shortcuts in
one screen. Hide desktop
and all windows: With
this utility you can hide
desktop and all windows.
You can regain the
windows by clicking
unhide desktop. Slow
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down your computer:
Download and install the
utility to slow down your
computer from your
previous speed. This
utility can slow down
your windows and
programs. Hide or show
all open windows: You
can hide all open
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windows with this utility.
You can regain the
windows by clicking
unhide all open windows.
Hide all tabs in IE9:
Click the Tools Menu,
select Internet Options
and you can then click on
the Browsing history
option. Undelete files:
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You can use this utility to
undelete deleted files.
The program recovers
files that have been
accidentally deleted from
Windows Explorer.
Undelete, recover files:
You can use this utility to
undelete, 09e8f5149f
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XUS PC Tools Professional Edition

Detailed XUS PC
ToolsÂ® Online XUS
PC ToolsÂ® Online is
the most powerful and
affordable
comprehensive browser-
based PC tools software.
XUS PC ToolsÂ®
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Online comes with lots
of functions to help users
diagnose and repair
problems, clean junk
files and fix registry
problems. With Smart
Scan feature and
automated scanning,
XUS PC ToolsÂ®
Online can find &
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remove threats
intelligently and provides
you with a fast scan
result. XUS PC ToolsÂ®
Online is a perfect choice
for personal & home use.
What's New in XUS PC
Tools Professional
Edition 3.1: â�¢ Now
you can customize your
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Internet Explorer
Browser to make it your
own! The new XUS PC
Tools Browser will be
integrated into Internet
Explorer 6 and 7 in the
future! â�¢ XUS PC
Tools Browser can now
check the security of
your browser with a free
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online scan. â�¢ XUS PC
Tools now supports all
browsers. This includes
Internet Explorer,
Mozilla Firefox, Opera,
Camino, Google Chrome
and Safari. â�¢ The
updated version no
longer requires
Silverlight to work. â�¢
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You can now customize
your XUS PC Tools
toolbar, create your own
toolbar and make it easy
to launch any application
at a click of a mouse!
XUS PC Tools Pro 3.1
Lite is an all-in-one PC
application that can clear
all kinds of trash and
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junk files out of your
computer fast and
effectively, and can fix
the system errors as well.
XUS PC Tools Pro is a
comprehensive PC
application that includes
a clean junk file cleaner,
a registry cleaner, a built-
in smart scan for finding
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& removal of dangerous
threats, as well as a
browser cleaner. With
XUS PC Tools, you can
customize your Internet
Explorer Browser and
make it your own. XUS
PC Tools also provides
you with a powerful PC
diagnostic tools that will
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help you with lots of
useful functions for you
to monitor your PC's
resources and status.
With XUS PC Tools you
can easily view and
manage processes, clean
junk files, fix registry
problems, wipe obstinate
files. Smart Scan feature
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will help you to find and
remove threats
intelligently. XUS PC
Tools Professional
Edition Description:
Detailed XUS PC
ToolsÂ® Online XUS
PC ToolsÂ® Online is
the most powerful and
affordable
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comprehensive browser-
based PC tools software.
XUS PC ToolsÂ®
Online comes with lots
of functions to help users
diagnose and repair
problems, clean junk

What's New In?
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XUS PC Tools 
Professional Edition is a
powerful application for
your PC that will help
you to get a desktop
status bar with lots of
useful functions:... XUS
PC Tools Portable
Edition will help you to
get a desktop status bar
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with lots of useful
functions: - Get status of
PC in a few clicks -
Show status of all
applications - Show
memory usage for each
application - Clean junk
files - Show blocked task
names - Search for and
kill a blocked task -
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Remove a locked file -
Show free space on all
drives - Show list of
installed software -
Remove and add
application to your
toolbox - Get status of
TCP/IP communication
connections - Get status
of the Internet
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connection - Search and
display the running
processes - Run a system
scan - Kill a running
process - Enable an
Explorer like window -
Get the user's details -
Turn the computer on or
off - Exit XUS PC Tools 
Professional Edition
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Portable Edition
Features: XUS PC Tools 
Professional Edition for
Windows 8 is an app that
delivers you all-in-one
set of tools for
performance monitoring
and optimization of all
your PC's resources.
XUS PC Tools
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Professional Edition is a
powerful application for
your PC that will help
you to get a desktop
status bar with lots of
useful functions: - Get
status of PC in a few
clicks - Show status of all
applications - Show
memory usage for each
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application - Clean junk
files - Show blocked task
names - Search for and
kill a blocked task -
Remove a locked file -
Show free space on all
drives - Show list of
installed software -
Remove and add
application to your
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toolbox - Get status of
TCP/IP communication
connections - Get status
of the Internet
connection - Search and
display the running
processes - Run a system
scan - Kill a running
process - Enable an
Explorer like window -
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Get the user's details -
Turn the computer on or
off - Exit ... Terabytes of
storage space are now
available at
www.1000mbit.com. For
a limited time only we
are offering users the
chance to download the
new XUS PC Tools
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Monitor - Toolbar Suite
for free. Download the
program for PC/Mac,
you can also get XUS PC
Tools Monitor - Toolbar
Suite 2.0 Free with
Support for 10
Languages at
www.1000mbit.com
What Is XUS PC Tools
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Monitoring Suite?
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System Requirements For XUS PC Tools Professional Edition:

Before purchasing,
please make sure your
computer meets the
minimum requirements.
Minimum: OS: Windows
7/8/8.1/10/Vista
32/64-bit CPU: Intel
Pentium III 1.1GHz or
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above Memory: 128MB
RAM HDD: 100MB free
space GPU: DirectX 10
graphics card with
Shader Model 3.0 or
above DirectX: Version
11 Recommended: OS:
Windows
7/8/8.1/10/Vista 32/
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